Announcing
NEW 3/8” HEAVY GLASS
SHOWER DOOR PROGRAMS
As a primary vendor of custom fabricated shower enclosures in Wisconsin, we are proud to
announce three new programs for your heavy glass shower door needs. These new programs allow
you to select the program that better fits the capabilities and level of cost for your company. These
three programs were designed to give each dealer a choice as to how he or she wishes to purchase
based on their designing, engineering, fabrication and installation skills.
Your business and confidence in our company is greatly appreciated and we hope these new
programs will be of great benefit to you. These programs are available immediately. If you should
have any questions, please call our office or your sales representative.

YOU PICK THE PROGRAM
Attached are the programs shown in detail and what each program entails. When asking for a quote
or when ordering, you will be asked to define the program you want to use.

CUSTOM
This program has been designed for the dealer that may not have the experience to engineer or
fabricate and wants the shower enclosure ready to install. Wisconsin Shower Door will fabricate the
metal and glass, apply polycarbonates and pre-assemble where ever possible. Measuring and
Installation assistance is also available.

CONFIGURED
This program is designed whereby Wisconsin Shower Door does the engineering, configures
glass and metal sizes, and some fabrication. The remaining fabrication will be completed on the job
site or at dealer’s facility. All metal will be oversized unless size and mitering requires it to be
fabricated to size.

TEMPERED GLASS ONLY
This program is designed for the dealer that has the experience and skills to engineer, design
and install. You order the glass and all the hardware needed per your specifications. You will be
asked to give exact glass sizes, hole/notch locations and specifications, and edgework for your
tempered glass order. Please order the hardware on a separate order, so the glass and hardware can
be processed separately.
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CUSTOM
The dealer will provide:
1. Detailed and accurate drawing showing center line dimensions (Top View Preferred)
2. Locations of any out of plumb conditions on walls and out of level conditions on curbs,
knee walls, benches or decks.
3. Type of glass and color of metal.
4. Width and swing of door, style of handle and any extra hardware needed (towel bar, robe
hooks, etc.)
5. Overall height of enclosure (top of door and/or top of header)
6. Manufacturer and style of hardware.
7. Stationary glass installation (using u-channels, glass to wall clips, and wet glazing)
Wisconsin Shower Door will provide:
1. All glass will be engineered to necessary specifications.
2. Vinyl and tape applied where applicable.
3. All metal cut to size ready for installation.
4. A detailed drawing showing layout and sizes of metal and glass.

CONFIGURED
The dealer will provide:
1. Detailed and accurate drawing showing center line dimensions (top view preferred).
2. Locations of any out of plumb conditions on walls and out of level conditions on curbs,
knee walls, benches or decks.
3. Type of glass and color of metal.
4. Width and swing of door, style of handle and any extra hardware needed (towel bar, robe
hooks, etc.)
5. Overall height of enclosure (top of door and/or top of header)
6. Manufacturer and style of hardware.
7. Stationary glass installation (using u-channel, glass to wall clips, and wet glazing)
Wisconsin Shower Door will provide:
1. All the glass will be engineered to necessary specifications.
2. Vinyl and tape applied where applicable.
3. All metal and vinyl cut extra long, unless size and mitering require cut to size.
4. A detail drawing showing layout and sizes of metal and glass.

TEMPERED GLASS ONLY
The dealer will provide:
1. Type and thickness of glass, exact glass size, out of square requirements, hole/notch
locations and specifications, and edgework for the tempered glass order.
2. Style and color of hinges, c-pulls, towel bars, clips, robe hooks, etc.
3. Type of edgework.
4. All pattern glass to be drawn from smooth side and indicate so on drawing.
Wisconsin Shower Door will provide:
1. Quality tempered glass will be checked for accuracy and quality before shipping.
NOTE: Please order your hardware, polycarbonates and extrusions on a separate order, so
they can be processed separately.
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